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The Last Pearl: one magnificent gem; three lives bound together by fate ...

1879, York.Greta Costello must rely on her wits to survive. She finds refuge as a Saturday girl for an old
jeweller, Saul Abrahams, and her eye for detail, her long fingers and appreciation of beauty persuade Saul to
train her as a pearl stringer. This skill will lead her through hardship and pain towards a new life.

1879, Scotland.Jem Baillie knows the immense power of a perfect pearl. His father was a fisher on a
tributary of the Tay river in Perthshire, Scotland, and together they found the rarest of pearls, a great white
pearl they call Queenie. When this is stolen from them, Eben vows revenge.

Spanning generations and continents, tracing the rivers of Scotland and the Mississippi, The Last Pearlis a
sweeping novel of desire and revenge, of family and freedom, and of one woman's journey to open the shell
she has built around herself to reveal the true beauty within.
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From reader reviews:

Gary Lopez:

The book untitled The Last Pearl is the guide that recommended to you to read. You can see the quality of
the book content that will be shown to a person. The language that writer use to explained their way of doing
something is easily to understand. The author was did a lot of exploration when write the book, therefore the
information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly get the e-
book of The Last Pearl from the publisher to make you more enjoy free time.

Donna Miller:

Do you have something that you like such as book? The e-book lovers usually prefer to opt for book like
comic, small story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not striving The Last Pearl that give your fun
preference will be satisfied by reading this book. Reading routine all over the world can be said as the
method for people to know world considerably better then how they react toward the world. It can't be
mentioned constantly that reading addiction only for the geeky individual but for all of you who wants to be
success person. So , for all you who want to start reading as your good habit, you can pick The Last Pearl
become your starter.

James Bergeron:

Can you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Try and pick
one book that you just dont know the inside because don't ascertain book by its include may doesn't work is
difficult job because you are afraid that the inside maybe not while fantastic as in the outside appearance
likes. Maybe you answer can be The Last Pearl why because the great cover that make you consider
concerning the content will not disappoint you. The inside or content will be fantastic as the outside as well
as cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly guide you to pick up this book.

Donald Labelle:

As we know that book is significant thing to add our expertise for everything. By a book we can know
everything we wish. A book is a range of written, printed, illustrated as well as blank sheet. Every year
seemed to be exactly added. This book The Last Pearl was filled with regards to science. Spend your spare
time to add your knowledge about your research competence. Some people has diverse feel when they
reading a new book. If you know how big advantage of a book, you can truly feel enjoy to read a reserve. In
the modern era like currently, many ways to get book that you just wanted.
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